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Abstract
We present PORKINet, a scalable peer-to-peer network of
web proxy servers integrated to allow transparent access
to websites that restrict access based on source domain.
This allows security policies to be structured around con-
tent rather than domains. A client can connect to any
PORKINet web proxy and access all content that is avail-
able to the network. It maintains acceptable performance
and high availability by caching routes to eligible web proxy
servers while falling back to a distributed hash table in the
event of server failures. Periodic heartbeat messages and
timeouts are used to ensure that nodes with proper ac-
cess capabilities can be found when needed. Our initial
experimental results show that PORKINet can scale with
10MB/sec per node and provide reasonable latency.

1. INTRODUCTION
This recent decade has seen a monumental growth in Inter-
net media ranging from magazine articles, journals, music,
television programs, and movies. However, as the amount of
Internet media increases, so does the management overhead
of restricting content to only authorized audiences. One so-
lution is domain based content restriction. That is, only
users from a specific domain or class of domains are allowed
to access the content. Online television networks use this
technique to restrict their audience to a specific geographic
region. Scientific journals also use this technique to give
university students access to their online archives.

In order to allow students to access restricted content from
off campus, universities often employ proxy servers that for-
ward requests on behalf of the client. While this is a usable
solution, it is fundamentally restricted to the domain of that
particular university. This is problematic, for example, if a
researcher affiliated with multiple universities would like to
access the aggregate of all the university resources. Cur-
rently, the researcher would have to explicitly change proxy
servers for each access. It would be much more convenient
to only have to specify one proxy server and have requests
for any content be automatically forwarded to the appro-
priate proxy server in such a way that would allow access.
PORKINet is a network of web proxy servers that aims to
achieve this goal.

We organize the remainder of the paper in the following
way. Section 2 provides background and motivation for
PORKINet. Section 3 discusses various web proxy servers
and how they relate to PORKINet. Sections 4 and 5 describe
and evaluate the PORKINet architecture and PORKI pro-
tocol in more detail including its numerous design decisions.
Then we discuss future work and conclude in Sections 6 and
7, respectively.

2. BACKGROUND

Proxy servers are a popular method for serving content to
a client. They provide a variety of functions depending on
how they are used. Examples include content caching, load
balancing, and access rights management. This paper deals
primarily with access rights management.

Web proxy servers are often used to allow users that are out-
side of a domain to access content restricted to the domain
by forwarding requests on behalf of the user. For exam-
ple, a web proxy server is often used by universities to allow
students to access restricted content while off-campus. How-
ever, a student affiliated with two universities would have to
change proxy servers explicitly if one campus had access to
content that the other did not.

Another example is when a consortium of organizations com-
bine together to work on a common project. We give a
concrete example. Suppose organizations Bread, Peanut
Butter, and Jelly want to design a new kind of sandwich
designated Project SNACK. SNACK is comprised of mem-
bers from each organization. The SNACK team would like
that each project member be able to access resources on
snack.bread.org, snack.pb.org, and snack.jelly.org.

A simple solution is to have each company setup a proxy
server that allows access to each individual subdomain. How-
ever, this is rather inconvenient because anytime a team
member wants to access content from a different organiza-
tion’s web server, it must switch its proxy server. A better
solution would be to have a single proxy server that has ac-
cess to all three servers, but only on the snack.XX.org sub-
domain. Thus access should be on the nature of the content
not on the domain itself.

Our solution, PORKINet, creates the illusion of a single web
proxy server that exactly solves this problem. PORKINet
allows users to connect to a single PORKINet node and
requests to restricted content are automatically directed to
the correct node. Routing of requests are transparent to the
user, and all the user must do is configure to use one of the
PORKINet nodes in the network. Although there are many
web proxies available, none of the other systems serves the
need that PORKINet fulfills.

3. RELATED WORK
There are numerous web proxy servers, such as CoDeeN [7]
and Coral [2], but most of them focus on content caching and
local routing for high performance. PORKINet, in contrast,
focuses on content access. Although the goals are differ-
ent, PORKINet borrows several ideas from other web proxy
servers. The first is the use of a periodic heartbeat message
to determine when nodes fail, which is done by CoDeeN.
Another is its use of a distributed hash table (DHT) for
locating nodes to route to.



Figure 1: System Overview of PORKINet - (1)
User requests content from snack.pb.org. (2) Client
Proxy consults DHT to find Manager Proxy. (3)
Manager Proxy returns a Content Proxy for Client
Proxy to use. (4) Client Proxy forwards request to
Content Proxy. (5) Content Proxy requests content
from Web Server. (6) Web Server returns requested
content. (7) Content Proxy forwards requested con-
tent. (8) Client Proxy forwards requested content.

DHTs provide a scalable and decentralized way of storing
key/value pairs. They provide a put and get interface. There
are numerous DHT implementations such as Chord [6], Pas-
try [5], and Bamboo [4]. We use the Bamboo DHT in
PORKINet.

Summary Cache [1] is a protocol used to help reduce over-
head of communication between cooperating proxy servers.
It is also directed for use with proxy servers that cache con-
tent. We explore how to use similar techniques for PORKINet
in Section 6.1.

4. PORKI
PORKINet uses the PORKI protocol to route requests to
the correct nodes. When a user requests content through a
PORKINet client proxy, PORKI determines the manager in
charge of that content and contacts the manager. The man-
ager responds with the proper content proxy that should
handle the request, possibly even itself. The client proxy
then forwards the request to the content proxy and the re-
quest is fulfilled. To deal with churn throughout the net-
work, PORKI uses a periodic heartbeat message to deter-
mine when nodes join or fail.

Each PORKINet node is associated with a capability, a do-

main that it can access. Requests to a certain domain in
that network are routed to PORKINet nodes with that ca-
pability. The PORKI protocol has three different roles, one
of which only occurs in certain situations. The roles are:

1. Client Proxy: As a client proxy, PORKI must ser-
vice client requests and forward the request to a proxy
which actually has access rights.

2. Content Proxy: As a content proxy, PORKI must
fetch from the original content web server and return
results back to the client proxy that requested from it.

3. Manager Proxy: The manager proxy role is to en-
able client proxies to determine what content proxies
are available. A client proxy finds a manager by query-
ing the DHT with a get on the desired capability which
should return the manager’s IP address. The manager
is responsible for keeping the DHT entry up to date.
Thus a client proxy can determine a PORKI node with
the right capabilities via the DHT.

Figure 1 gives an overview of how a request is handled in
PORKINet. In the following sections, we describe in more
detail how we handle node discovery, node failures, and con-
tent requests.

4.1 Node Discovery and Groups
When a new PORKINet node starts, it needs to contact a
node in the DHT that is holding capability/IP data. This
can be obtained through a fixed directory. Once it knows
about the DHT, it queries for a PORKINet node with the
same capability as itself. If none is found, the new node will
put itself into the DHT as manager for that capability. If a
manager is instead found, PORKI adds the manager to its
peer list and sends a heartbeat message.

Heartbeat messages are short UDP packets designed to no-
tify other PORKINet nodes that a node is alive. When
PORKI receives a heartbeat message from an unknown ad-
dress, it immediately adds the new address to its peer list
and sends the peer list via TCP to the new node. The peer
list is a set of PORKINet nodes that have the same capabili-
ties. TCP is used instead of UDP because it is important to
get the peer list as soon as possible in order to begin partic-
ipation. Notice that each PORKINet node need not know
about every other PORKINet node, only the ones that have
common capabilities.

Each PORKINet node in a peer list is designated as either
a peer or a manager. This designation is important later
when PORKINet nodes fail. The PORKINet nodes in a
peer list form a view of the current participants for a given
capability. However, each node’s peer list is not required
to be consistent with the peer list of others in the group.
We take the anti-entropy approach presented in Bayou [3]
because PORKINet servers may come and go and we do not
want the service to stop in times of churn. Correct peer
lists allow better routing and load balancing for PORKINet
managers, but is not strictly required for correctness. Figure
2 shows typical behavior for a joining node.



Figure 2: Typical PORKI node join

4.2 Node Failures
In the previous section, PORKI heartbeat messages were
used to detect when new nodes join the network. However,
PORKI primarily uses heartbeat messages to detect when
other PORKINet nodes have failed. PORKI is concerned
with two kinds of situations: node failures and missing man-
agers.

To detect node failures, PORKI uses a periodic heartbeat
timeout. When a heartbeat timeout interval ends, PORKI
sends a heartbeat message to everyone on its peer list. It also
checks that it has received a message from everyone on its
peer list. If PORKI does not hear a heartbeat message from
a node on its peer list after a certain number of timeouts,
that node is removed from the peer list. If a node that was
removed from the peer list was tagged as a peer, then we take
no further action. However, if a node that was removed from
the peer list was tagged as a manager, then it is presumed
that the capability entry in the DHT is now stale. By stale,
we mean that the entry in the DHT is invalid because the
PORKINet node representing that capability is no longer
available. To resolve this, the PORKINet node tries to add
itself to the DHT and declares itself as the manager. Figure
3 depicts PORKI’s failure detection.

Doing this introduces several issues. The first is that if a
manager fails, each PORKINet node that detects it will try
to add itself to the DHT. Although inefficient, it gives high
availability because there is always a node in the DHT adver-
tising. We could have had PORKI backoff for some random
amount of time, but we wanted to minimize the amount
of time that a stale entry existed in the DHT. The other
problem is about a consistent view of who the manager is.
If multiple PORKINet nodes add themselves to the DHT,
they might all think they themselves are the manager. This
implies that if the new manager were to fail, it would never
be replaced. We solve this problem by using a manager
timeout.

We use a periodic manager timeout for detecting missing
managers in the DHT. On every manager timeout, PORKI

Figure 3: PORKI Manager Proxy failure detection

queries the DHT for its own capability. There are three
cases that are of concern. If the new manager is already in
the peer list, then that peer is upgraded to a manager. If
it is not already in the peer list (or no entry found), then
this is equivalent to a node joining the network. The third
concern is that the entry may be stale. Although this is rare,
it can occur if a manager is disconnected from its members.
PORKI deals with this automatically through its heartbeat
timeout mechanism (i.e. the alleged manager will be added
to the peer list, and then timed out). Thus availability of a
certain capability can be bounded by a set of timeouts. More
aggressive timeouts can be used for networks with higher
churn.

4.3 Content Requests
When a client proxy receives a request from a user, it first
parses the HTTP header to determine the domain of the
URL requested. The client proxy must then contact the
manager of this domain by consulting the DHT with a get
on the domain. The DHT can either return the IP address
and port number of the manager or it can return an empty
result, indicating that there are no managers and thus no
PORKINet nodes able to service the request. In the latter
case, the client proxy simply attempts to fetch the request
itself, like a normal proxy server would do. In the former
case, we continue the protocol and contact the manager for
a content proxy. The manager is responsible for load bal-
ancing requests among all the nodes with the capability. In
our current implementation, the manager randomly selects
a content proxy from its peer list. Upon receiving the IP
address and port of a content proxy, the client proxy relays
the request to the content proxy. The content proxy sim-
ply parses the HTTP request, rewrites the HTTP request to
exclude the protocol and hostname and only include the de-
sired local relative URL. Lastly, it makes the HTTP request
to the appropriate host and relays all data back through
the client proxy to the user. Figure 4 summarizes content
requests.

In the case that the DHT returns an IP address and port for
a manager but the client proxy is unable to contact the man-
ager, we choose to send the user an error message informing



him that the PORKINet service is temporarily unavailable.
We believe this is the correct course of action because of the
use of a periodic manager timeout described in the previous
section. It will ensure that a failed manager will be replaced
in the DHT after a short amount of time, if one is avail-
able. By retrying a query into the DHT instead, we may in
fact prolong downtime, while leaving the user uninformed
of what is happening. With the immediate error message,
users will be gratified with a quick response and will un-
doubtedly click the refresh button on their web browser, at
which time PORKINet’s availability should be restored.

In the case that the client proxy is unable to contact the
content proxy, we have a few options. (1) We can contact the
manager again to try to get a different content proxy that is
up. (2) We can simply use the manager as a content proxy
since managers, by definition, also possess the capability
that we desire. This of course can cause excessive load on
the manager so we disregard this option and instead choose
to go with (3) send the user an error message informing him
that the PORKINet service is temporarily unavailable. The
periodic heartbeat timeout will determine that the content
proxy has failed and will remove it from the manager’s peer
list so that content proxy will not be used in the future.

5. EVALUATION
There are several issues that we wish to address in our eval-
uation of PORKINet. We ask ourselves the following ques-
tions:

1. Content Access. How would we solve the Project SNACK
problem?

2. Performance. How well does PORKINet handle load
and where are the bottlenecks in its design?

3. Scalability. How well does PORKINet handle load
when providing more nodes to the system?

4. Fault Tolerance. How well does PORKINet handle
various types of failures in the system?

5.1 Content Access
The first question to ask is: How does PORKINet solve the
problem of Project SNACK as proposed in Section 2. Using
PORKINet, each organization would run its own PORKINet
server and advertise its own capability (e.g. snack.pb.org,
snack.jelly.org, snack.bread.org). They would then all share
the same DHT for capability lookups. Now an employee of
Bread who is working on SNACK can use snack.bread.org
as their PORKINet web proxy server (i.e. client proxy
in PORKI terminology) and all requests to snack.jelly.org
would be routed through Jelly’s PORKINet node. Further-
more, any external resources that only Jelly had access to
are now available for any SNACK member to access.

5.2 Performance
PORKI consists of nodes with varying roles. To evaluate
the roles in the system, we dedicate only a single role to a
machine for our experiments. We simulate HTTP requests
on a client node by implementing an application that creates
a thread for each individual request. All threads submit

Figure 4: Timing Diagram

their requests simultaneously to the client proxy to simulate
an instantaneous load. For each run with a various number
of the threads, we measure four times:

• DHT Access: The time that the client proxy spends
looking up the manager responsible for the file’s capa-
bility.

• Content Proxy Lookup: The time that the client proxy
spends determining the content proxy to contact by
asking the manager.

• Transfer Time: The time that the client proxy spends
contacting the content proxy, downloading the file, and
transferring the file to the client.

• Total Request Time: The total time the client proxy
to service a client request, which is the sum of the
previous times.

The times are averages from multiple runs of all client nodes.
We used the UCSD CSE APE Lab computers which run on
3.2 GHz Pentium 4 CPUs, 2 GB of RAM, connected on a
Gigabit Ethernet, and run CentOS release 4.6.

5.2.1 Single Client Proxy
The client proxy has the task of communicating between
clients, manager proxies, and content proxies. As an inter-
mediary between these various nodes, the client proxy is a
potential bottleneck within our system. To evaluate the per-
formance of a client proxy with increasing load, we set up
five machines with a client, a client proxy, a manager proxy,
a content proxy, and a webserver. In this experiment, each
thread requests a 0 KB file that resides on the webserver
node.

We evaluate the client proxy with one, two, three, and ten
simultaneous requests. For each request configuration, we
run ten simulations and averaged the times. The results
can be seen in Figure 5.



Threads DHT Access Content Proxy Transfer Time Total Request
Lookup Time

1 4.93 1.47 3.04 9.44
2 7.02 1.61 4.40 13.03
3 10.87 1.83 5.45 18.15
10 38.66 2.72 6.46 47.84

Figure 5: Single Client Proxy Performance (in ms)

Of the measured times, it is the DHT access time that dom-
inates a client’s request from the perspective of the client
proxy. When submitting one to three requests, the DHT
access times contributes to more than 50 percent of the to-
tal request time. The scenario worsens as we increase the
number of requests to ten in which the DHT access time
imposes more than 80 percent of the total time. These num-
bers indicate that Bamboo, the DHT that PORKI utilizes,
substantially degrades in performance with more concurrent
get operations. As a result, the overhead of PORKINet with
small file transfers is dominated by the client proxy deter-
mining the manager proxy of a capability.

The content proxy lookup time consistently takes around
two milliseconds. Since the manager proxy only manages
a single content proxy, the lookup time is a fast operation.
Additionally, the connection time between the client proxy
and the manager proxy is brief because the manager proxy
only transfers the IP and port of the content proxy, which is
a negligible data size. Considering that the manager proxy
does not maintain long connections, the manager proxy is
underloaded compared to the client proxy who must main-
tain longer connections with content proxies and clients.
Therefore, the manager proxy is highly responsive to the
needs of client proxies.

Transfer time increases at a similar rate to proxy lookup
time. Because the data file transferred between the content
proxy and client proxy is essentially zero, the transfer time
in this scenario is not bounded by the network. Instead, the
client proxy is more CPU-bound since it must manage its
communication between multiple clients and proxies. Due to
the small network transfer size, connections between various
nodes are short and thus CPU resources are not held long
for requests.

5.2.2 Overhead
To determine the overhead of PORKI, we evaluate the per-
formance of a webserver where requests are directly sent to
it and compare it to PORKINet. The webserver is run on
a single machine while a client machine submits multiple si-
multaneous requests as is done in the previous experiment.
In addition, we demonstrate the amount of overhead that
is introduced to the system by merely adding content prox-
ies to a single capability. We setup the environment with
one client, one client proxy, one manager proxy, and three
content proxies. The client submits a varying number of
concurrent requests. The results are shown in Figure 6.

The graph, unsurprisingly, shows that the latency for a di-
rect request to the webserver takes very little time com-
pared to PORKINet. When a client submits it requests to
PORKINet, the request path is not as simple and short as

Figure 6: Overhead of PORKINet

a direct request to a webserver. The client request must be
submitted to the client proxy as an extra level of indirection.
Afterward, the client proxy looks up the manager proxy re-
sponsible for the request capability, which requires a DHT
lookup. This performance is dictated by Bamboo. Once
PORKI determines the manager, the client proxy contacts
the manager proxy for the content proxy and then the client
proxy can retrieve the file. Overall, the client proxy must
contact potentially up to 2 + M nodes in the system where
M is dependent on Bamboo. A direct request to the web-
server only requires one. Thus as expected, the latency in
PORKINet is greater than a direct request to the webserver.

Although PORKINet does exhibit a greater amount of la-
tency, it is within an acceptable bound in the client’s per-
spective. As the number of concurrent requests increases,
the response time grows only linearly. At ten concurrent re-
quests, the latency that the client exhibits is only about 50
milliseconds, which is a duration that is barely distinguish-
able to the client.

The graph also indicates that adding more content proxies
marginally increases the latency for requests. As the number
of concurrent requests grows, the increase becomes almost
non-existent. The source of overhead by introducing more
content proxies is potentially caused by the heartbeats that
content proxies broadcast to each other. Furthermore, Bam-
boo possibly uses its own heartbeats to check the liveness
of other nodes in the system. Therefore, by extending the
number of nodes in the system, nodes must broadcast and
process more heartbeats. As a consequence, less processing
time can be allocated to handling client requests.



Threads/Client Proxy 1 Client Proxy 3 Client Proxies 10 Client Proxies
1 9.45 16.64 26.45
2 13.03 22.92 37.9
3 18.14 29.69 46.31
10 47.83

Figure 7: Multiple Client Proxy Performance For Small Files (in ms)

Threads/Client Proxy 1 Client Proxy 3 Client Proxies 10 Client Proxies
1 5.1 8.1 10.4
2 6.3 9.3
3 7.2 9.0
10 7.4

Figure 8: Multiple Client Proxy Performance For Large Files (in MB/sec total throughput)

5.2.3 Multiple Client Proxies
We now present results for the case when many users at-
tempt to access content from one domain in which only one
content proxy is active. This situation is commonplace and
modeled by a single content proxy with a capability to a
highly desirable resource.

We consider two common situations. (1) When the desir-
able resource consists of numerous small files we find that a
PORKINet content server can sustain good performance of
less than 50 ms even with ten client proxies each requesting
three small files concurrently, as shown in Figure 7. (2) Fig-
ure 8 shows that when a desirable resource consists of large
files, PORKINet struggles to fulfill requests to all clients,
and we discuss more in the next section.

Moreover, Figure 7 reveals that client proxies do not scale
as well as content proxies. We notice there is an improve-
ment of 8.3 percent from 18.14 ms to 16.64 ms in latency
when using three client proxies to handle one request each
rather than one client proxy to handle three requests. With
ten client proxies handling one request each, we see a 44.7
percent improvement from 47.83 ms to 26.45 ms. In Section
6.2 we discuss ways in which we can deal with this client
proxy bottleneck.

Note that some data was not available in the table due to
the testing clients being overwhelmed with such strenuous
tests.

5.2.4 Multiple Content Proxies
As shown in Figure 8, we hit a performance bottleneck of
roughly 10MB/sec. We suspect that this bottleneck is due to
the content proxy. In an additional experiment we add one
more content proxy to a PORKINet of ten client proxies and
find that we can achieve 18.14MB/sec, a 75 percent increase
in throughput when compared to just having one content
proxy.

5.3 Optimizations
5.3.1 Caching Content Proxies
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, a significant amount of time
per request is overhead is due to DHT access. Under nor-
mal usage, users access many files at the same domain in
short bursts. A common example is during a web browser’s

loading of a page which contains many images. We attempt
to optimize for this bursty behavior by caching the IP and
port of content proxies for recently accessed capabilities. We
summarize our results in Figure 9.

On cached capabilities we incur no DHT access time. The
content proxy lookup time is composed of overhead of main-
taining the cache such as timing out old entries. We find that
we gain at least a 2.7X speed up from the uncached accesses.

We timeout our cache entries at the arbitrary time of 60
seconds. We also immediately invalidate cache entries of
content proxies that we fail to connect to.

5.4 Fault Tolerance
The primary fault tolerance concern is when the manager
(in the DHT) fails. A failed manager means that its ca-
pability can no longer be found outside of its respective
group. To evaluate the recovery time, we created a set of ten
PORKINet servers that were all in the same group. Then
we killed off a manager, waited for a new PORKINet server
to replace the DHT entry, and measured the time difference.
For this test, PORKI used a heartbeat timeout interval of
10 seconds and a manager timeout of 15 seconds. PORKI
removed nodes from its peer list after two heartbeat rounds
of silence. Figure 10 shows our results. Most recoveries were
in the range of approximately 15 to 25 seconds. In the worst
case, multiple manager failures occur, which means recov-
ery time is bounded to 30 seconds given our timeout values,
and our data validates this. In the case when a manager
fails and another node is aware of the manager failing, the
recovery time is bounded to 20 seconds (i.e two heartbeat
rounds in our case). The timeouts can adjusted to tradeoff
recovery latency and message bandwidth.

5.5 Evaluation Summary
We solve a common problem among organizations modeled
with Project SNACK. Our experimental results have shown
PORKINet provides a fast response time of under 50 ms
with up to 10 concurrent requests. A primary bottleneck
in our system is the DHT lookup which we can mitigate by
caching routes. PORKINet overhead increases sublinearly
with increasing user requests. Addition of client proxies im-
proves response time for small file requests. Addition of con-
tent proxies nearly linearly scales bandwidth for large file re-



Threads DHT Access Content Proxy Transfer Time Total Request
Lookup Time (Speed Up)

1 0 0.36 2.91 3.27 (2.89X)
2 0 0.35 4.29 4.64 (2.81X)
3 0 0.51 6.20 6.71 (2.70X)
10 0 0.79 12.28 13.07 (3.66X)

Figure 9: Single Client Proxy Performance With Cache (in ms)
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Figure 10: Recovery time for detecting failed man-
ager in DHT

quests, assuming good load balancing behavior. PORKINet
node failures are typically recovered from in 15 - 25 seconds.

6. FUTURE WORK
In this section, we look at necessary enhancements for wide-
spread adoption of PORKINet.

6.1 Reduce DHT Operations
One of the most expensive operations present in PORKINet
is the DHT lookup. This operation is used to determine
which PORKINet node is the manager for the target do-
main (i.e. capability). Every time a request occurs whose
target domain is not currently in the cache, a DHT lookup is
required. In a PORKINet system with very few capabilities
present, many of these DHT lookups will find no manager
since no current PORKINet node will have access to the re-
source. We can virtually eliminate these fruitless operations
by employing a summary technique similar to that used in
Summary Cache [1].

We keep a summary of the DHT with the use of a Bloom
filter, essentially a bit map of our capabilities. For every re-
quest which is not cached, we consult our Bloom filter to see
if the target domain has an entry in our DHT before doing
the DHT operation. The Bloom filter is used by hashing
the domain we are querying with multiple hash functions
and consulting the bit map to check if the bits for the result
of every hash function are set to true. False positives are
possible but do not affect correctness, as we only waste a
DHT lookup. False negatives are not possible.

6.2 Load Balancing Client Proxies

In order to use the PORKINet system with a standard
web browser, the web browser must be configured to use
a PORKINet node as a web proxy. There are several ways
to do so such as manual proxy configuration, auto-detect
proxy settings, and an automatic proxy configuration script.
We currently support manual proxy configuration where the
user simply specifies the host and port of the PORKINet
node they want to use as their Client Proxy. This is the
approach done in CoDeeN. A problem can occur if users all
specify the same PORKINet node. A solution is to use a
PAC (Proxy Auto-Config) file.

The PAC contains a JavaScript function which takes in pa-
rameters url and host and returns which proxy server to
use or whether to make the request directly. PORKINet
could dynamically make a PAC available for downloading
that contains all available PORKINet nodes to choose from.
A basic naive load balancing technique would be to ran-
domly choose a PORKINet node on each request. More
advanced techniques would try to optimize the selection of
the node by choosing one that is topologically closer to the
client or nodes that contain the capability we are currently
requesting. Note that web browsers only download the PAC
once during initialization and it is not possible to dynami-
cally update the PAC once on the user’s machine since the
JavaScript function is run in a sandbox that denies network
communication.

6.3 Load Balancing Content Proxies
Currently, the manager proxy load balances the content
proxies by randomly selecting one. Although this method
is fair, it may not utilize the resources of content proxies
that are more well provisioned. These content proxies can
therefore handle more load than other content proxies, but
the manager proxy is unable to make this distinction. Fur-
thermore, because client proxies can cache routes to content
proxies, content proxies can be loaded with more requests
than the manager proxy is unaware of. Thus, the manager
is ill-informed to make efficient load balancing decisions.

To remedy the manager proxy’s inability to make well-informed
load balancing decisions, the content proxies can explicitly
tell the manager proxy its current load. Content proxies can
dynamically compute some metric of their current load and
piggy-back this information with their heartbeat messages.
By aggregating this data, the manager proxy can then decide
which content proxy to select for a request. Piggybacking
of load and system information on heartbeats is also done
in CoDeeN.

6.4 Authentication and Blocking Capabilities
In our current implementation, any user that knows the IP
and port of a client proxy can have access to the PORKINet



system. To prevent unauthorized users, we will need to im-
plement some form of authentication that is typically used
in web proxies today. All client proxy nodes must have a
copy of the list of authorized users since a user can access
any of the client proxies.

An issue with our current implementation is that when a
client proxy cannot find a capability in the DHT, it retrieves
the file by itself. This access can inadvertently give access
rights to a user that the hosting client proxy did not want
available. For instance, suppose a hosting client proxy can
access the ACM domain for research papers but did not
want this capability to be known to PORKINet. Although
this capability is not in the DHT, a user who so happen
to request for the capability to this client proxy will have
access because the client proxy will fetch the page itself.

The simple solution is not to allow the client proxy to fetch
pages by itself. Therefore, only capabilities listed in the
DHT can be retrieved. The problem with this solution is
that it puts a burden on the user since he cannot retrieve
simple files that do not even require a capability. Some of
the burden can be put on a PAC so capabilities not listed in
the DHT can be routed without using the client proxy. Yet,
the PAC must be aware of all capabilities of the PORKINet,
which limits the ease of adding new capabilities into the
PORKINet. We are still considering other solutions.

We would like to point out that authentication remains
a large problem even in production proxy servers such as
UCSD’s web proxy. Currently, authentication of students,
staff, and faculty is performed with the basic HTTP Proxy-
Authenticate header field which informs users to enter in
their UCSD username and password in a standard web browser
prompt. Unfortunately the username and password is not
encrypted but rather simply encoded in base64 which can
be easily sniffed, decoded, and used for malicious activities.

7. CONCLUSION
PORKINet provides clients with an aggregation of source
domain restricted content through a single point of access.
The client is given the illusion of an assortment of capa-
bilities through a single client proxy. However, behind the
client proxy consists of many manager and content prox-
ies cooperating to provide their various capabilities to the
network.

We have demonstrated that PORKINet provides reason-
able performance and availability. With ten concurrent re-
quests to a client proxy, PORKINet achieved a through-
put of about 10MB/sec per node. Although this through-
put is underwhelming compared to a direct connection to a
webserver, it provides access to content that would have
otherwise been inaccessible. Furthermore, we illustrated
that PORKINet handles failures within a tolerable dura-
tion. This failover time is tunable, so quicker recoverability
times can be achieved if the system is believed to be more
susceptible to node failures. More overhead is introduced
into the system, but higher availability will be achieved.

We have implemented a working system, but it could be
further improved to increase its scalability by lowering its
overhead cost with DHT accesses and by optimizing its load

balancing scheme. In addition, by providing authentication
and blocking capabilities that are not intended to be shared,
PORKINet can be more readily deployed for actual usage
in the real world. PORKINet demonstrates an alternative
design model for users to access source domain restricted
content compared to the typical proxy.
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